The Spectrum of CFTR Variants in Nonwhite Cystic Fibrosis Patients: Implications for Molecular Diagnostic Testing.
Despite the implementation of cystic fibrosis (CF) newborn screening programs across the United States, the identification of CFTR gene variants in nonwhite populations compared with whites remains suboptimal. Our objective was to establish the spectrum of CFTR variants and their frequencies in CF patients in the United States with African, Native American, Asian, East Indian, or Middle Eastern backgrounds. By using direct DNA sequencing, we identified two CFTR variants in 89 of 140 affected nonwhite individuals with uncharacterized genotypes. Seven variants were novel. Multiplex ligation-dependent probe amplification detected 14 rearrangements in the remaining 51 patients, 6 of which were novel. Deletions and duplications accounted for 17% of unidentified alleles. A cross-sectional analysis of genotyping data from the CF Foundation Patient Registry was performed, comparing 3496 nonwhite patients with 22,206 white CF patients. Patients of Hispanic, black, or Asian ancestry were less likely to have two identified CFTR variants (P < 0.0001 for Hispanics and blacks, P = 0.003 for Asians), and more likely to carry no mutations on the commonly used 23 mutation carrier screening panel (P < 0.0001). We analyzed the mutations recorded for each ancestry and summarized the most frequent ones. This research could facilitate equity in mutation detection between white and nonwhite or mixed-ethnicity CF patients, enabling an earlier diagnosis improving their quality of life.